
Dive Into Summer With

Suunto D4
· User-friendly design featuring easy-to-read matrix display 

· Three dive modes, including dedicated freedive mode, 

· Continuous decompression with the 

·  algorithm 

· Built-in dive planner for planning upcoming dives 

· Optional PC interface for detailed graphical logbooks and dive data analysis 

· Selection of optional colorful straps available

Suunto RGBM

Suunto Vyper
· Air, Nitrox, and Gauge modes for a range of dive situations 

· Easy operation whether wrist or console mounted 

· Continuous decompression with the Suunto RGBM algorithm 

· Built-in dive simulator for planning upcoming dives 

· Optional PC interface for detailed graphical logbooks and dive data analysis

· Powered by Oceanic's Exclusive Dual Algorithm™ - Your choice between 
Pelagic DSAT (Spencer/Powell data basis) or Pelagic Z+ (Buhlmann ZHL-
16C data basis)

· 4 Operating Modes: WATCH (Alternate Time, Chrono, Daily Alarm, 
Countdown Timer), NORM (Air and Nitrox), GAUGE (with run timer) and 
FREE (tracks calculations to allow switching between NORM and Free) 

· User-Friendly Interface with "Step Back" – allows forward and backward 
navigation through menus and settings

· Switch between up to 2 Nitrox mixes to 100% O2 with no restriction (Gas 1 
may be up to 100%, and may be less or greater than Gas 2) 

Oceanic Geo 2

COMPUTERS:

R.R.P $845.00 our price $620

R.R.P $595 our price $520.00

R.R.P $799.00 our price $599.00

/en/Sports/Diving/Diving-Academy/Suunto-RGBM/


Cressi-Sub Archimede II
The second version of the Archimede computer, with its renewed look, 
has new sophisticated software that is able to manage two different 
Nitrox mixes during a dive, thus allowing you to choose at any time 
during the same dive. 

The features of Archimede, which were already outstanding, have 
been considerably improved for scuba divers and free divers as well 
as technical divers, who will find the new GAUGE function an 
indispensable instrument for precise monitoring of all their dives. 

Uwatec Aladin Prime
Aladin PRIME represents the core of the Aladin line. Engineered for 
recreational divers who appreciate detailed, yet easily accessible information, 
PRIME is the most complete dive computer in its class. It offers great 
features, like full watch function and a basic choice of adjustments without the 
need of a PC. Aladin PRIME features adjustable ppO2 between 1.0 and 1.6 
bar. 

CAMERAS:

Key Features:

· Waterproof up to a water pressure equivalent to 40 meters 

· For use with the Mju Tough 8000 - waterproof to 10 metres 
without housing. Shock resistant from 2m fall

· Simple handling above and underwater 

· All camera functions can be controlled 

· Neutral buoyancy underwater

What Olympus Says About The PT-045:

Ever considered experiencing the depths of the ocean? You could be 
swimming with dolphins or checking out beautiful coral displays on the 
Great Barrier Reef. You'll be able to capture all your memorable 
moments thanks to the newest underwater housing, which allows you to 
shoot to depths to 40 metres.

The PT-045 housing has been specifically designed for the most 
popular hard-wearing camera, the Olympus Tough 8000. With the 
camera already designed to be taken to depths of 10 metres you can 
make your Olympus Tough 8000 even tougher by taking it down to 40 
metres with the PT-045 underwater housing.Kit includes: 

2gb memory.
Digital photography Book.
Usb card reader.

R.R.P $769.00 our price $699.00

R.R.P $705.00 our price $599.00

$925.00



Specifications:

· Megapixels: 8 

· Image sensor: CCD 

· Zoom: 3x Optical/4x Digital 

· LCD: 2.5 inches 

· Memory card: SD (secure digital) up to 8GB 

· Video: Yes 

· Audio: Yes 

· Power: Li-ion rechargeable battery 

· Shock absorbent housing: Yes 

· Depth rating: camera – 30 feet/10 meters, camera in waterproof housing – 
135 feet/40 meters 

· Macro focus: Yes

Intova P88OK Digital Sports Camera and Waterproof Housing

 Intova’s full featured 8MP camera and the rugged waterproof housing with built in shock absorbent lining is an 
unmatched value that provides unique options for recreational photography. The shock resistant camera is 
waterproof to 30 feet/10 meters and features manual/auto white balance, internal 3x optical zoom, 4x digital zoom, 
and rechagrable Li-ion battery. Combined with the waterproof housing, the camera can be used to depths up to 135 
feet/40 meters. The durable polycarbonate housing features dual O-ring design, built in flash diffuser, cam-lock 
closure system, and full function button control in a compact and ergonomic design.

The UltraBox
Often your small gear and electronics are especially fragile and valuable.

Underwater Kinetics designed the UltraBox with this in mind. It is tough, yet 
lightweight, and entirely waterproof for premium protection of small items and 
equipment. The clear view polycarbonate makes identification of contents easy. 

Dry Cases:

In styles 207($35.95), 307($39.95), 406($45.95)

$599.00

The UltraCase
The UltraCase is where the ultimate in protection meets ingenious design.

No other case in the world provides such high quality construction with 
features like lock-down latches, resilient piano hinges, pressure release valves, 
and silicone o-rings that guarantee a waterproof seal.

In Styles 613($139.95), 716($149.95)



GEAR BAGS:
Gorilla

Large equipment bag that can hold even the long, free diving fins. 

It is made from a strong heat sealed PVC, is completely waterproof and can 
be used to carry equipment in the car after use.

Because it is completely waterproof, equipment can be rinsed with water 
inside the actual bag.

It has a special release cap situated at one end to let out the water easily and 
conveniently.

Apnea Team

Designed specifically to hold the Cressi long-blade free diving fins, this 
bag is made from heavy-duty 840-denier nylon.

It has a large main compartment, with double zip closing and two side 
pouches that extend right along the bag, which are also zip-up. 

On one of the narrow ends, there is another zip-up pouch for documents 
and small objects. 

It has two strong carry handles and adjustable shoulder strap, and comes 
with snap locks at the ends.

All the zips are made from heavy duty YKK. 

only $68.00

only $68.00

Cargo Bag (with Wheels)
Designed specifically with the travelling diver in mind.

only $90.00

SHARK SHIELD:

The Shark Shield FREEDOM7 is a compact, versatile 
and light weight personal shark deterrent system which 
allows you to explore and enjoy the oceans without fear. 
It's designed for all water sports including, swimming, 
spear fishing, body boarding, kayaking and snorkelling 
and is the preferred product for scuba divers. The Shark 
Shield FREEDOM7 is fitted to the ankle region with the 
supplied neoprene and Velcro pouch. 

R.R.P $799.00 our price $699.00



CYLINDERS:

Faber Steel Cylinder Specifications:

* Standard: BS 5045 Pt 1 

* Material: Chromium Molybdenum Alloy Steel 

* Manufacturing Process: Cold deep drawing from steel plate 

* Primary Finish: Hot Zinc sprayed, layer thickness 60/70 microns 

* Final Finish: 2 part polyurethane white paint sprayed and air dried 

* Internal Finish: Chemically treated with Ferrous Phosphate 

100 CuFt R.R.P $699.00 our price $419.00
80 CuFt R.R.P $599.00 our price $399.00 (prices include stamping and fill)

If there are other products you think you might like that
are not in this brochure give us a call or pop into the shop 

and ask us for a great deal.
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